Royal Holloway University of London  
Centre for the Study of Emotion and Law  
In collaboration with  
Ishami Foundation

Invites you to join us on the 25th Anniversary of the Genocide Against the Tutsi in Rwanda: Kwibuka 25

‘Law, Justice and Emotion in the Aftermath of Genocide’

April 2019 marks 25 years since the 1994 genocide against the Tutsi in Rwanda. This remembrance period begins on 7th April with a national week of mourning and lasts for a hundred days. Rwandans call this time Kwibuka, which means remember in Kinyarwanda.

The commemoration period offers Rwandans a chance to remember their dead, reflect on the past and focus on building a united country. People across the world will consider the lessons that can be learned from Rwanda, the responsibilities of the international community and the ongoing need for vigilance in a world negotiating increasingly polarised positions, intolerance and genocide denial. The theme for 2019 is #KwibukaTwiyubaka – translated as Remember, Unite, Renew.
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11 Bedford Square (corner of Montague Place)  
Tuesday 30th April 2019  
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For further information please see  
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For queries email Professor Jill Marshall at jill.marshall@royalholloway.ac.uk or csel@rhul.ac.uk
- REMEMBER by honouring the memory of over one million victims of the 1994 genocide against the Tutsi
- UNITE through the strength, dignity and resilience of all Rwandans
- RENEW determination to build a prosperous future for generations to come.

This afternoon event takes the form of a panel discussion of special guest speakers including the Ishami Foundation and academics and will link together storytelling, international politics/law, Rwanda and memory, trauma, with a Q and A, followed by an opportunity to discuss further over informal drinks.

Discussion points include:

- What can be learnt for law and emotion from the post-genocide process in Rwanda – for Rwanda, the diaspora, the International Community?
- How has this affected survivors and Rwandans at large in the last 25 years?
- How can storytelling and the arts be used as part of the justice process?
- How are those accused of the genocide now living in the UK facing justice?

The event is free but registration is required via EventBrite:
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